W-S & RENAISSANCE NUTRITION...A WINNING TEAM

W-S & Renaissance are dedicated to
providing the very best in nutritional
services and products. Our team of
professionals has the training and
expertise to help you succeed, moving
you toward increased production and
improved profitability.
W-S & Renaissance offer . . .
Nutritionally sound rations based
on available feeds and homegrown
forages

Fund-raise r Tit le

Current farm management advice
Advanced lab analysis for forage
and feeds
Dairy records analysis to help
monitor cow performance,
reproduction, management, etc.
Standard and custom premixes
designed to optimize nutrient
intakes for improved health and
productivity

THE PROGRESSIVE
DAIRY HERDS OF
TOMORROW...

High quality products to enhance
ration performance
Quality, research-tested forage
hybrids and superior preservatives/
inoculants for ensiled feeds
And much more!

1.800.265.2203
www.wsfeeds.ca

Succeed with W-S & Renaissance . . .
Advances in farm management and ration balancing
offer today’s progressive producers an opportunity to
improve both productivity and profitability. When
properly applied, these principles and techniques
help cows perform up to their genetic potential, while
optimizing all inputs. Herd health and reproductive
efficiency are also
enhanced, improving the
overall economics of
today’s farms.
W-S & Renaissance are
committed to progressive
dairy farming in the 21st
Century, working to help
you toward achieving
even greater success
today…and tomorrow. To
accomplish this, our team
of consultants are trained
in the most advanced techniques of dairy science,
nutrition and management. They are among today’s
most highly qualified consultants in agriculture, providing a superior level of knowledge and competence
that can help improve your herd’s bottom-line. We
also work with numerous experts throughout the
dairy industry, along with outstanding institutions that
specialize in dairy science such as Cornell, Ohio
State, Penn State, the Miner Institute and others.
You can depend on the W-S team to deliver a
positive difference on your farm.
We set the standard for quality
service, coupled with custom
and standardized products that
yield results! Let our entire
team work with you now and
into the future. Your continued
success is our goal.

Work with W-S & Renaissance puts you and
your farm on the cutting edge of current dairy
technology. This is important in today’s fastpaced, forward moving dairy industry.

W-S works closely with Renaissance, which was
founded in 1985 and is a leader in dairy nutrition
and farm management. Located in Pennsylvania,
they offer support and insight into new and updated
research that can help your efforts and advance
your dairy!
Renaissance is owned and operated by a family
who has been in the nutrition and premix business
for four generations. It is this tradition of experience
and excellence that reinforces our commitment to
you. As part of our commitment, you have access to
a vast array of resources through W-S Feed &
Renaissance, including their Help Desk, forage and
feed analysis, custom mixes, and bulk, super sacks
or tubs for convenient deliveries. These benefits,
combined with the assurance of a professional
group of consultants, make W-S & Renaissance a
team for future-looking dairy producers!
To better serve progressive
dairy herds, we know the
importance of participating
in ongoing research and
testing of many ingredients
and products. We work
with many colleges,
universities and businesses involved with dairy
cows, along with many farms to accomplish this,
and to ensure your farm achieves both maximum
productivity and an improved bottom-line.

Producers turn to W-S Feed & Renaissance for
results! We work to deliver the best possible
immediate and longterm benefits for your
farm. That’s why we are
a trusted and dependable name in the dairy
industry. You can count
on us for results every
time—all the time!

Join W-S FEED and our growing family of dairy
producers and benefit from:
High quality, expertly formulated products
A team of dedicated, committed specialists
Professional nutritional services
Advanced dairy techniques
Increased productivity
Improved profitability
Results!

1.800.265.2203
www.wsfeeds.ca

